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New Option Wizard® 7.3 Features PositionProfit Table, Chart

Option Wizard
®
 announces version 7.3 featuring the new PositionProfit Table and Chart.

It shows profit, loss and breakeven at expiration by both table and by graph for 18 long and short

positions, from simple to complex: calls, puts, call spreads, put spreads, butterflies, straddles, strangles,

ratio spreads, ratio backspreads, synthetic longs and synthetic shorts.

All 18 positions are preset for the trader.  Copy and paste the position into the table, then set

specific stock and strike price for the position under analysis.  Option Wizard charts and tables the

results.  Bullish strategies, e.g. long call, bull call spread or synthetic call (long call – short put, same

strike), may be quickly compared for their profit and risk parameters by table and chart.  Because Option

Wizard is a Microsoft Excel product, it is completely customizable.

Option Wizard employs the Black-Scholes Model to price calls and puts and generates derivative

information to assist the options trader in making sound decisions.  Input the six Black-Scholes variables

(stock price, strike, expiration, interest rate, volatility and dividend rates) and Option Wizard generates:

complete options analysis including fair value options price, 110 price-time variants, percent-to-double,

in-the-money probabilities, implied vs. historical volatilities, strike and spread tables, Greeks (delta,

theta, gamma, vega, rho), TradeRecord, and covered write calculator.

Option Wizard 7.3 upgrade is $39.95 to registered users via the web store or by check.

Option Wizard may be reviewed, downloaded, demonstrated and purchased over the Internet

within minutes via http://option-wizard.com

RELATED PRODUCTS.  The Option Wizard Trading Method, 75-page online electronic

publication in Microsoft Word or web page format tells how to generate consistent profits in the options

markets.  It includes 30 case histories.  Table of contents and reader comments are on the Option Wizard

web site.  Backtest Wizard™ is a customizable technical analysis and technical trading system

development worksheet in Microsoft Excel that returns "buy" and "sell" signals and tracks results.

Option Wizard and Backtest Wizard and Option Wizard Trading Method package is combination priced

at $299.95 via the web store or by check, and includes email and telephone support.

Option Wizard Futures (Black Model) is also available for options on futures.

Contact:  Option Wizard®, Sarkett & Associates, Inc., 485 Sunset Road, Winnetka, IL 60093,

847.446.2222.  Web site: http://option-wizard.com.  Email:  jas@option-wizard.com.
###



Visuals and captions
May be downloaded at http://option-wizard.com.

Profit and loss at expiration for complex strategies such as the put ratio backspread may be

quickly analyzed in the new Option Wizard 7.3 – both in table and graph format.
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